For each of the documents listed below, answer as many questions as you can. How the Jews are characterized (what are they like?) What does the document
indicates the goals of the Jews are? What does the document say (or imply) should be done to deal with the Jews? This should be done in your own words.
A. But the most potent action any awakened person can take is this: to erect again our own moral landmarks, which the Oriental Jewish invasion has broken down. This would
spell sheer doom to the whole evil system sponsored by the Jews. And this is the course which has never been tried. To go back to the principles which made our race great, the
principles to which we have been recreant and therefore have fallen an easy prey—this is the only invincible course. It is an opposition which evil Jews cannot understand and
cannot defeat.

B. Said Property shall not be sold, conveyed, granted or leased, in whole or in part, to any Hebrew (Jewish) person or family, or any person or family not of the white race, nor
shall any Hebrew person, or other person not of the white race, be permitted to occupy any portion of said property or any building thereon, except a domestic servant actually
employed by the owner of said property.

C. Jewish persecution [in Germany] only followed after Christians first were persecuted

D. “Jews Killed the Lord Jesus” 1 Thess. 2:14, 15. Settled!”

E. The Jew himself is the best example of the kind of product which this religious training evolves. His life is of this world only and his mentality is as foreign to the true spirit
of Christianity as his character was foreign to the great Founder of this new creed two thousand years ago. And the Founder of Christianity made no secret indeed of His
estimation of the Jewish people. When He found it necessary He drove those enemies of the human race out of the Temple of God; because then, as always, they used religion
as a means of advancing their commercial interests.

F. The Jews are responsible for all the wars in the world
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